
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of enterprise
application architect. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for enterprise application architect

Experienced in data mining method and have insights out of data
Guide projects to follow reference architectures, strategic technology stacks
and standards and best practices
Builds organizational knowledge of external and internal technical capabilities
and trends, provides leadership and facilitates the evaluation of vendors and
products, contributes to the provision of oversight and governance for
configuration and implementation of products
Champions & leads end-to-end journey to execute blue print & roadmap
Works with other enterprise architecture staff, experts and decision makers
to accurately define client requirements
Lead the establishment and documentation of technology direction and
standards for application platforms, involving all aspects of software,
applications, integration, middleware translators, utilities, tools, and
languages for use by information technology groups
Provide support to software design management and engineers throughout
the project cycle to ensure development of efficient architecture utilizing
established standards, procedures and methodologies
Applies extensive knowledge of business drivers, technology strategy and
software architecture goals to develop and deliver clear, comprehensive data,
technical and product architectures
Resolve architecture issues and guide application integration architecture
implementation, testing and deployment for the Core Transformation

Example of Enterprise Application Architect Job
Description
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Qualifications for enterprise application architect

Thought leader and expertise in the target domain (Application Security or
related area) security architecture
Address thematic security requirements across the enterprise through the
application of appropriate people, process and technology
Provide expert industry/technical consultation and participate as a subject
matter expert on projects to Identify manage, reduce security risk and define
controls
Apply knowledge of business requirements and architecture to the
maintenance and enhancement of the enterprise-wide and/or project specific
architecture frameworks and models
Define security standards and patterns by anticipating and mitigating current
and emerging threats to information systems in a financial services
organization
Work with other Architects, Designers and stakeholders in peer review to
ensure the continued presence, appropriateness and completeness of
security qualities in solutions


